
69 Protips for Newfags
By /mjg/

or

The Art of Mahjong

Read RB1 Book

How to Not Be a Nyagger 101

Flow Book 1

The Nyagger Manifesto

CHINPONYA!

HONitsutard 
tl note: hon means book



1. Read Riichi Book 1

2. Read Riichi Book 1

3. Read Riichi Book 1

4. Read Riichi Book 1

5. If her age is on the clock she's old enough for the cock

6. believe in cunny

7. https://repo.riichi.moe/others/loli.html

8. Masturbating while playing increases flow

9. Read RB1

10. Read RB1

11. Watch Saki to reduce despair

12. Watch Saki to reduce despair

13. Focus more on just reaching tenpai with a closed hand more than building 
specific yaku, riichi is not only an easy way for beginners to make their yaku 
requirement but it's also the typical standard default for how to play a hand.

14. Asking /mjg/ for actual mahjong advice is probably not a great idea

15. KAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAN

16. Close this pdf and go play, faggot

17. Treasure the bulge shape like this: 6778. it can blossom into a beautiful TWO 
shuntsu

18. Start discarding dangerous tiles and go betaori if you're not in mangan tenpai 
by turn 8.

19. If you don't get tenhou, fold

20. Suji is safe

21. Never trust suji

22. Just like hold'em be aggressive with your good hands, fold your bad hands.

23. Outside of early discards is safer than suji

24. Never push from ryanshanten

25. Never push from iishanten against 2 riichis

https://repo.riichi.moe/others/loli.html


26. Furiten doesn't matter before iishanten or if you're going for chiitoi

27. Inside double suji (5 with 2 and 8 out) is safer than regular suji (3 with 6 out)

28. You can call while in tenpai to preserve tenpai without drawing a dangerous 
tile

29. Closed kan of honors is worth a free han in terms of fu if you have less than 
mangan

30. If you have isolated 1 and 9 in the same suit, discard 1 first because it's easier 
to hit ura with the 9

31. With dora 3, rush an open hand if possible

32. Honitsu is the second most OP yaku after open tanyao

33. Calling interrupts ippatsu and can shift who gets the last draw

34. Force yourself to play without doing calls except for when to deny open big 
hands or going for Haneman+ yourself

35. Just tsumo, lol.

36. Difference between 3 Han and 4 Han is huge, make sure you think about this 
when choosing more valuable waits or as a factor for deciding whether to 
dama or riichi

37. The sand in the depths of hell is magical sand.

38. Ippatsu and uradora add a lot of value to your hand, always aim for that.

39. Chiitoi is the shortcut to haneman.

40. Tiles outside early discards (like if someone dropped 7p, 89p is outside. same 
for 3p, outside is 12p) is 100% safe

41. Be careful changing characters before important games. Give yourself time to 
adapt to the different flow.

42. You can lose even if you play 100% correctly. If you get a double riichi on 5 
sided wait, you can still lose to tanyao nomi 10 turns later. Don't think based 
on how the game went, but on how you played.

43. Always go for kokushi if you have five terminals or more.

44. Never fold

45. 5 are always safe against riichi, no one would wait on them

46. If you have a dragon pair, calling chi or pon that makes your hand look like a 
tanyao is a good idea even if you're 2shanten, atozuke is the achilles heel of 
intermediate players



47. You can only chinya from the dudenya on your leftnya

48. Don't focus on trying to learn all the yaku, only keep 10-15 of them in mind 
(Riichi, Yakuhai, Tanyao, Chanta, Iipeikou, Ittsuu, Toitoi, Chitoitsu, 
Sanshoku Doujun, Honitsu.)

49. Always remember that tanyao is the most powerful yaku

50. force tanyao, every single hand

51. Emotes tilt. More emotes means more tilting.

52. Paying attention to calls to determine what opponents are going for.

53. Tile versitality when building a hand (3,4,5,6,7>2,8>1,9).

54. If you aren't close to tenpai it's often better to fold or change hand when you 
notice someone else is in tenpai or riichid.

55. If you can afford it keep a safe tile for the riichi discard (a honour that was 
discarded twice or thrice is ideal, very unlikely to deal into kokushi)

56. Pinfu is the foundation of riichi mahjong.

57. Around nyaggers, never relax

58. Ichihime is very cute

59. Just don't deal in.

60. If some opponent calls riichi and in his 12 discards he doesn't have a pinzu 
tile, he's probably waiting on a pinzu tile.

61.  >counting fu

62. Always fold

63. Remember: it's only luckshitting when your opponents do it

64. If you have some pairs, call pon on them to get toitoi

65. Read the repo

66. dropping dora after someone calls riichi is the way to become akagi

67. Don't go for pinfu. Your opponent is less likely to deal into it than a pair wait 
of different suites.

68. Opponent discarding newly-drawn tile has the same wait as the turn before

69. Tanyao is the strongest yaku in the game


